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This time the elephantine family is plagued by pounds, and Mrs. Large is determined to lead them
on the quest for fitness. The creator of FIVE MINUTES' PEACE, A QUIET NIGHT IN, and ALL IN
ONE PIECE tells another story that parents will enjoy as much as their children will.
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When Mama Elephant put the family on a diet, their will power remains strong until Grammy sends a
cake. With the jogging before breakfast and the jogging after school there isn't much time to think
about food, the Elephant family is sure to lose weight, right? Wrong! Maybe Elephants are meant to
be fat! The illustrations are very good. Each has terrific deatail and facial expression. A warning is
due for this book however because of the focus on weight loss. I'm not so sure the book goes about
the issue as sensitively as it should. The first words of the text are "I'm Fat." Although Mama
stresses the Elephant family should "get fit," not lose weight, the focus is still on being fat. Knowing
the damage being called fat can cause, this book should be read in an educated manner if you
choose to read it to your child. After reading it, try to have a short discussion of the healthy foods the
Elephant family could eat instead of cake.

This is by far the worst book ever. I got it for a quarter and did not bother looking through it before I

was about to read it to my three-year old. All I had to do, though, was look at the first line and realize
that I would never read it to my child. The first line is the mother elephant telling her children that
she is fat. Then they eat healthy foods and exercise, but they feel terrible. Yeah kids, eat
vegetables, exercise, keep yourselves healthy, that will make you feel terrible. Then they give up
their diet and eat cake. They feel better after that. What a great message! I cannot say enough
TERRIBLE things about this book. I Freecycle, reuse, give away everything, but this book is going
straight to the garbage. I wouldn't want any child to read this garbage.

Read this book to your children if you want to introduce the concept of being fat and needing to lose
weight, but at the same time giving them the idea that healthy eating and exercise is horrible and
boring. Not to mention that ultimately you don't need willpower, you can just give up on a goal at the
slightest temptation, and it's fun and funny to sneak around and steal cake you don't have
permission to eat. We got the book as a gift. We read it once to our 3 year old, and were unanimous
that it had to go. We felt bad about donating it to the school fundraising bookstand. Hopefully the
person who buys it gives it a read first.

This book is delightfully funny, both with the text and the pictures. The mother is described at one
point by the baby as having wobbly bits. The only down side with this book is that it sort of sends a
mixed message regarding weight. They do all the right things and don't lose weight. The Fats end
up deciding elephants are meant to be fat. Confusing. Overall though, the story and the pictures
make up for this mixed message.
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